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Automating Building Electrical System Design
DraftLogic Electrical
accelerates project completion
by automating most of the
building electrical systems
design phases, eliminating
thousands of mouse clicks
and keystrokes for the user.
Since it takes seconds of
the user’s time to generate
schedules, DraftLogic
Electrical enables your
electrical engineering firm
to broaden your deliverables
by including all schedules,
diagrams, and reports on
all jobs--even for interim
deliveries. Your electrical
engineering firm can thus
provide clients the highest
level of service regardless
of job size, improving client
retention and word of mouth
recommendations. DraftLogic
Electrical flawlessly performs
your engineering calculations
in the same manner and
without error, again and
again. No human error
percentage to trip you up on
your deliverables and detract
from your firm’s professional
reputation.

DraftLogic will
empower your firm to
finish projects faster
and more accurately
at the same time as
providing more value
to your clients.
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The Only Building Electrical Systems
Engineering Expert System
DraftLogic Electrical is the only computer aided design (CAD) software
on the market today that was designed specifically and solely for
the use of building electrical systems engineering firms. DraftLogic
Electrical is also the only CAD software designed from the ground up to
be a building electrical systems engineering expert system. An expert
system is computer software that performs tasks that would otherwise
have to be performed by a human expert. Expert systems are part of
a category of computer applications known as artificial intelligence.
DraftLogic Electrical approaches your design project as a whole in its
automation. DraftLogic Electrical offers productivity enhancing tools to
help you work with one object or room at a time—just like some other
CAD software on the market—but DraftLogic Electrical steps far above
all others by fully automating the core design phases on a project-wide
basis. Users can opt to process their entire project with the automation,
or just portions they choose to.

Here Are Some of the Ways DraftLogic
Electrical Will Help You:
Helps You Produce Higher Quality Deliverables
DraftLogic Electrical validates much of the user’s work on an ongoing
basis (to prevent many kinds of errors from being made) and by running
quality assurance routines. The input validation is an inherent part of
how DraftLogic Electrical works with the user to get the job done. The
quality assurance routines run at critical junctures during the project, for
example before panel schedules are generated, to check a large number
of facets of the work for errors prior to generating deliverables.
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Empowers your design staff to be more valuable and
productive.
This product will give your design staff the power to do their job far more
effectively than ever before and provide them with the tools to enjoy a higher
sense of accomplishment in a shorter period of time. Better production, happier
staff, more clients served, and higher client satisfaction.

Pre-populated project parameter database
We provide you with all expert system data you need for a number of common
project types. At a minimum, this is a good start for most projects and in some
cases may not even need expansion. User-friendly forms make it easy to add
to or modify the expert system data so that DraftLogic Electrical finishes your
projects your way.

Extensive luminaire database
DraftLogic Electrical includes a database of 2000 luminaires that provides instant
access to image files and luminaire data for your staff to use on projects. You
can add new fixtures to the database as you desire. For your clients, DraftLogic
Electrical links luminaire details to the fixture tags on your project in a luminaire
schedule and in a project specific luminaire catalogue. You no longer have to
search catalogues or the Internet for common fixture types.

Easily customized to suit project needs
The project and room settings are quick and easy to change to suit your need
for any project type. Improvements that any of your staff make to the expert
systems databases are immediately available for all your staff to benefit from.
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Project settings can be reused and refined.
Save the settings you decide on for a project and reuse them on the
next similar project. As the database of project settings expands your
project setting input times will become shorter and shorter. DraftLogic
Electrical’s ability to remember the settings will be a huge time saver.
DraftLogic Electrical becomes smarter and more effective each time
you use it. Think of it as a designer that never retires. Your organization’s
knowledge is stored and built on as long as you continue to use
DraftLogic Electrical.

Source drawing with no ceiling grid

Seconds to generate draft ceiling grid in all rooms requiring it.

Ceiling grid creation tool
One of the first things a client often asks for is a lighting layout, but
they have not provided ceiling details. DraftLogic Electrical includes a
ceiling grid creation tool to help you accelerate that process, now you
can deliver a project with suggested ceiling grids and lighting layouts
along with fixture cuts in a fraction of the time previously required.

Drafter drops receptacle a few feet away from intended position.

High tolerance device placement accelerates
manual placement
DraftLogic Electrical is very forgiving when users are manually placing
devices. Its tolerance for placing devices on a wall can be adjusted to a
few feet, so you don’t have to place your cursor exactly on the wall line
as with AutoCAD, you can click even several feet away and DraftLogic
will snap to the wall and rotate to the wall’s angle precisely every time.
This feature eliminates the need to keep zooming in and out of the floor
plan to place devices. The same snap to and rotate feature is active for all
wall-mounted and ceiling grid mounted devices from all systems. Even
wire count blocks snap and rotate to match the nearest branch circuit
wiring line. With DraftLogic Electrical’s assistance, even your manual
work will go much quicker than with your current tools.
DraftLogic Electrical finds the nearest wall point, snaps receptacle to it, rotates receptacle to wall angle, and loads drafter up
with another receptacle to drop…all in a fraction of a second!
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Improve speed and accuracy
The speed gains with the ability to process all blocks on the drawings quickly and
precisely for automated placement, automated circuiting, automated branch
circuit wiring, and reporting cannot be matched by any other software product
today.

User friendly
We have built the software to look familiar to AutoCAD users, many of the
functions and graphics are similar and will be intuitive to new users. That softens
the learning curve and makes the transition easy and accelerates your return on
investment in both new staff and in DraftLogic Electrical.

Last minute changes are easily dealt with.
How many times have you been presented with significant last minute changes
from the mechanical consultant or architect on the day before the project is to
be issued? You have just finished organizing your panels, load calculations are
finished and you just put the last carefully thought out touches on the project and
here come the changes that will mess up your hard work. There is nothing more
annoying to a designer than to have to go back and undo the work and try to fit
in new stuff. DraftLogic Electrical deals with that easily, painlessly and quickly-just make the revisions needed then rerun the automated circuiting, branch
circuit wiring, and reporting. It only takes a short time and all the circuiting is
updated, load calculations are revised, and the single line and other reports are
updated.
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Lower risk on drawing production.
DraftLogic Electrical will enable you to create drawings more quickly than
current methods providing an opportunity to avoid the last minute rush and
giving the designer more time to react to changes. Since DraftLogic Electrical
remembers your project settings it is easy to recreate a project from scratch
if necessary. Ever lost a project file and had to re-draw? No one enjoys that
process.

Built to run on AutoCAD,
the industry standard for CAD software.
DraftLogic Electrical is built on top of AutoCAD and creates an absolutely
standard DWG drawing file--just like your current version of AutoCAD. Once
you are done with DraftLogic Electrical’s tools you can manipulate the DWG
just as before.
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Architect original source

Drawing compare tool with auto-cloud function.

Architect updated drawing

The drawing compare tool allows the designer to easily and quickly compare
two drawing files and easily see the changed areas on the screen highlighted
in color. Great for when you are dealing with the never-ending flow of revised
architectural drawings and the Architect is not diligent in advising you where the
changes are. This works fine on your color computer screen but doesn’t do much
for the black and white printing process for drawings that go to the contractor
and field personnel. This software also offers a unique auto-cloud feature that will
automatically draw a cloud around all changed areas at the click of your mouse.
You can also have the changed areas show up in bold lines and get arrows to
show you initial locations and end locations of moved objects. Think of how
much the site administration staff and contractors will appreciate this feature.

You will easily see architect changes in color coded red for
missing objects, orange for new, and blue for moved.

Built-In CAD Standards
All DraftLogic Electrical floorplans are created using standardized electrical
systems objects and drawing layers. This means that all projects from your office
will be built from a unified set of standards, increasing deliverable standardization
and thus ease of quality assurance, ease of project transition between staff, and
staff effectiveness on projects that are sporadically worked on over long periods.
New staff will take less time to become familiar with the blocks and layers for
your projects as they will only need to learn the one standard. Your firm will
be enabled to use higher-level technology such as data mining and building
component reuse.
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Expert System Automation Works For You
in all Phases of the Project
We created DraftLogic Electrical by combining existing proven technologies to
build an application that is much more that the sum of its parts. We started
with the industry leading Computer Aided Design (CAD) software, AutoCAD,
and Microsoft’s powerful relation database, SQL Server. We then expended
over 10,000 person hours to build an application on top of the AutoCAD and
SQL Server base that would hold the knowledge of a building electrical systems
designer and be able to apply that knowledge to a floorplan provided to it. The
result is called an expert system.
The benefits of DraftLogic Electrical’s expert systems automation are many:
• Accelerates project completion by saving the user hundreds to thousands
of: clicks to place objects, keystrokes to populate attributes, and repetitive low
value decisions. DraftLogic electrical performs thousands of calculations and
measurements to give you your specified placement of lights and receptacles
throughout the project.
• Increases electrical systems layout accuracy by executing repetitive
engineering calculations without error.
• Being able to create and update a myriad of schedules in seconds each means
that you will be able to send your clients complete documentation packages
as often as you wish, increasing your client’s satisfaction and perception of the
value of your services.
• Flawless calculation of values and transcription of data from the floorplan
to the schedules means deliveries free of annoying little errors, ensuring your
clients see your firm as the professionals you truly are.

Before

The DraftLogic Electrical expert system will
do things for you that no other available
software can:
Automated Drawing-Wide Placement Of Luminaire
and Power Building Systems
DraftLogic Electrical will place fixtures in rooms based on user specified footcandles requirements and fixture types, and/or by user-selected rules that
place lights in relation to objects in rooms (like workbenches or tables) or
content elements (like room center). The lights will be assigned switch groups
in patterns that you control, and switches will be placed by the doors in each
room.
DraftLogic Electrical will place receptacles on walls based on user specified
spacing requirements and/or by user-selected rules that place receptacles in
relation to objects in rooms (like counters or desks) or content elements (like
beside the doorway).
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Automated Drawing-Wide Circuiting
DraftLogic Electrical can circuit the luminaire, motor, and power building
systems in the entire project or just the areas you specify. You decide whether
to have DraftLogic Electrical place the needed panels or to use panels you place
in advance. Seconds of your time to launch the process and the entire drawing
is circuited, after which you can remove objects from circuits, add objects to
circuits, make new circuits, or remove circuits.

Automated Drawing-Wide Branch Circuit Wiring
Including Multi-Circuit Home Runs
DraftLogic Electrical will automatically group circuits into home run groups
based on user defined constraints, and then draw the path of conduit/Lumex/BX
including wire ticks. Home runs are also automatically placed with descriptive
labels to detail wires and circuits.
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Automated Schedule Generation
DraftLogic Electrical creates the schedules you need for the project from start
to finish, all you have to do is check off which schedules you want from a list
and tell DraftLogic Electrical to ‘go’.

Schedules include:
• Luminaire (all fixture types used in the project, grouped by fixture type and
with total quantities),
• Panel (detailed circuits, loads, and total loads for all panels and ‘panel-like’
distribution equipment including main distribution panels, suite panels, branch
circuit panels, central distribution panels, motor control centers, meter centers,
and all other panels),
• Bill Of Materials (an inventory of all electrical systems material used in the
project including wire+conduit and panel+breaker detail in addition to all
systems objects in the floorplan),
• Kitchen (more detail about kitchen loads),
• Motor (detailed motor information), and
• Lighting Wattage Per Square Foot (by room, floor, and overall project).
• Single Line Diagram (graphical representation of the relationships and
service between all panels, transformers, and large motors in the project)
• Luminaire Details schedules (a project specific catalogue including all
beneficial data from the fixture database and the image that has been assigned
to each fixture that has been used in the project)
• Suite Load Derating--all derating and suite load calculations in are calculated
in compliance with CEC/NEC standards and reported on the required schedules
to proof out the derating. The derated load is carried into the panel schedules
and single line diagrams in accordance with industry requirements.
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About DraftLogic
The concept of DraftLogic was formulated just
under a decade ago by our founder, Terry Smith.
He soon allied with Gerry Stebnicki. Between
them, the two founders of DraftLogic have almost
eighty years of experience in the building electrical
systems engineering field. The founders recruited
Dean Whitford, an experienced engineering
applications development COO, to bring
DraftLogic to fruition.
DraftLogic Electrical is the culmination of over
eight years of research and development in
engineering automation for building electrical
systems. The CAD engineering automation
technology that resulted from this R&D is
patented.
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